2000 dodge dakota 4.7 engine

The Dodge 4. The 4. Fortunately, there are several upgrades available to increase the
horsepower, torque and performance of your Dodge 4. Install a performance chip. Performance
chips work by electronically fine tuning the fuel mixture to provide your engine with optimum
power. The chip does not change the vehicle physically, but it works with the powertrain control
module to determine the most effective way for your 4. Performance chips can improve both
horsepower and fuel economy. Add a supercharger. Superchargers are mounted to the intake
manifold of the engine and increases the horsepower by injecting additional air into the
fuel-mixture, increasing the engine's horsepower. Upgrade the vehicle's exhaust system.
Performance exhaust will allow a better exhaust flow and keeps gases from building up inside
the engine. The more quickly exhaust gases leave the engine, the more cleanly the engine will
run and new fuel and air will be burned. Use higher octane fuel. Most vehicles will run on 87
octane, however your engine will get both better performance and fuel economy out of a higher
quality fuel. Higher octane fuels burn better in the engine, providing your Dodge car or truck
with more power. Jen Davis has been writing since She has served as a newspaper reporter and
her freelance articles have appeared in magazines such as "Horses Incorporated," "The Paisley
Pony" and "Alabama Living. Step 1 Install a performance chip. Step 2 Add a supercharger. Step
3 Upgrade the vehicle's exhaust system. Eventually the engine made its way into a handful of
Dodge, Jeep, and Chrysler vehicles up to In Dodge applications, the 4. Performance numbers
may not look great by modern standards, but the V8 was pretty stout for its time. However â€”
as with all engines â€” the Chrysler 4. In this article, we break down a few of the common issues
with the 4. The original variant of the 4. However, a few models moved to the 4. The engine then
went on a few year hiatus before appearing again in several models. Power comes in at
horsepower and torque. More powerful engines were found in model years as there were a few
updates to further improve performance. Additionally, the Chrysler 4. All engines are prone to
faults are failures, especially with age and mileage. Gaskets, hoses, seals, etc can harden and
crack with age. Almost all engines are prone to cooling system problems at some point, and the
4. Some of these are wear and tear parts prone to potential failure. Radiators and hoses may
also develop cracks with age and mileage. Point is â€” there are a lot of things that can go
wrong with the cooling system. Rather, when something fails one or more of these symptoms
will pop up suddenly. A cooling system issue can quickly lead to over-heating. If the Chrysler 4.
Costs may vary quite a bit based upon year, model, and what part s in the cooling system failed.
Head gasket problems can potentially pop up naturally on the 4. However, the most common
cause of head gasket failure is overheating. Almost any engine will experience head gasket
problems if allowed to overheat severely for too long. However, the 4. If you notice a potential
issue with the cooling system pull over somewhere safe immediately. Again, the 4. Some of
these symptoms are shared with the other cooling system problems from above. Rather, the
coolant will leak internally, burn off, and create white smoke from the exhaust. It will usually
have a sweet smell to it. Additionally, if the 4. This will give the oil a milky white appearance.
Coming from the BMW world we know all about valve cover and valve cover gasket oil leaks.
This is a common issue on the 4. Over time, the rubber valve cover gaskets harden and crack.
Oil leaks are typically minor at first as the gaskets develop small cracks. However, the leaks get
gradually worse unless fixed. We still recommend fixing the leak sooner than later. Oil may
cause fire hazards or wear down other components depending on where the oil is dripping. With
the Dodge 4. Valve cover gasket leaks are especially common north of , miles. Engines driven
short distances are also at greater risk due to constant heating and cooling of the gaskets. The
following symptoms may indicate your 4. A visible leak will usually be the most common
symptom of 4. Look for leaks towards the top of the engine bay around the valve covers.
Burning oil smells or smoke could also indicate a valve cover gasket oil leak. These symptoms
are common as the leaks gets worse, especially when oil is dripping onto hot parts. There are
two valve covers and gaskets for each side of the V8. Like the head gasket replacement, valve
cover gaskets are fairly labor intensive on the Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep 4. The driver side gasket is
fairly simple but the passenger side may cause some headaches. Grab a few beers and expect
to spend the better part of a day in the garage. Some 4. The above picture not a 4. When these
valve seats fail the intake and exhaust valves will not fully seal. This ultimately results in a loss
of compression on the Jeep 4. As the cylinder attempts to compress air during the compression
stroke it will simply leak out. Valve seat failures may also have serious implications if left alone
for too long. As with the head gasket problems the valve seat failures are mostly attributed to
over-heating. Yet another reason to be cautious of any cooling system problems and
overheating. Anyways, the valve seat failures can and do happen. However, it may not be fair to
call it a common problem since these things tend to get blown out of proportion on the internet.
This failure also seems to primarily affect earlier model 4. Some may not even notice the power
loss since the failure will typically occur on only one cylinder. A compression and leak-down

test will help identify if any clinder s is down on compression. Misfires also occur frequently as
the cylinder will not fire properly with a loss of compression and leak. Engines that experience
valve seat failure will likely need the head rebuilt or a totally new cylinder head. Is the
PowerTech 4. Yes and no. Common problem guides can sometimes paint a very dreary picture
of an engine. Problems can and will happen with that age and high mileage. Engines have a lot
of moving parts subject to wear and tear, and that holds true for the 4. Look for a Jeep, Dodge,
or Chrysler that was well maintained in the past. Beware of engines that potentially over-heated
or had constant cooling system problems. The PowerTech engines originally rolled out in and
remained in production until The 4. This is especially true for the high output variants that made
up to horsepower. Severe or consistent over-heating may lead to issues with head gaskets and
valve seats. These problems can still pop up regardless, but overheating makes the 4.
Otherwise, the engine is known to suffer from occasional valve cover oil leaks. Rubber gaskets
degrade and crack with age so other oil leaks may pop up, too. All things considered, the 4.
Maintain your Chrysler 4. Looking for something a bit newer? Check out our 5. Chrysler, Dodge,
Jeep 4. What Cars Use the 4. Standard 4. Symptoms of 4. Chrysler 4. PowerTech V8 Valve Seat
Replacement Engines that experience valve seat failure will likely need the head rebuilt or a
totally new cylinder head. Dodge, Jeep, Chrysler 4. Leave a comment and let us know! Leave a
Reply Cancel reply. Search Search the site Are you encountering 4. Possible solutions are
everywhere you look. So, you are probably wondering which ones really work. That is exactly
why we wrote this article â€” to break down for you the solutions to your strife that bring you
results. This article details the common issues you will see with these powerful vehicles and
successful methods for fixing your troubles before they cascade into bigger problems. Read on
to learn how you can keep your Dodge running smoothly and efficiently. Top 65 Batteries for
automotive use. On the market for over 20 years, 4. Generally, you find this engine operating in
a V8 system, with each cylinder featuring two valves. Made of aluminum and cased in iron, this
engine is sturdy and powerful, affording the strength you need for your heavy-duty truck to
operate smoothly. Coming in different models, the high output version produces a high power
wattage and significantly increased torque. You can find the engines in everything from Jeeps
to Chryslers to Dodges. As with any machinery that is so prevalent on the market, you can
expect some company designed revisions. Starting in , you can track, over time, the updates
run by the motor company. These work to address some issues, though it is always best to
learn to troubleshoot on your own. The features of this model are quite straightforward,
including some of the following highlights:. How to replace infinity speakers on the RAM truck.
Chances are, if you are driving a vehicle with this engine, then you are bound to encounter
some of these frequently seen issues. Here we break down the most cumbersome and tricky
problems so that you know what to look for when your truck starts to rumble and grumble. The
most common problems are:. Otherwise known as buildup â€” when the oil thickens, and your
engine performance reduces significantly. It also potentiates other problems like transmission
and engine failure. While routine oil changes can ease the trouble, many vehicle users find that
the issue remains. Often, the cause is ventilation issues in the PCV or crankcase. Bear in mind
that regardless of the weight of your oil, this issue can present itself. Basically, this concern is
the equivalent of old age for your engine. You will typically see this when the engine runs for
over 70 thousand miles with great upkeep or less if you do not properly maintain your engine.
Since the sludge leads to overheating, you see failure as a result of cracks in the system. This
should go without saying, but all parts of a vehicle are inherently connected. As a result, if one
part breaks down and you do not fix it promptly, it will lead to a cascade of engine failure and
overall vehicle trouble. Keep an eye on all parts of your vehicle. Perform routine maintenance
and even if it is something small like light or in-vehicle air conditioning , fix the issue promptly.
When one part breaks down, others follow. To find the exclusive Dodge Challenger RT exhaust
view our comprehensive guide. This issue is pretty straightforward and usually, you will see it
from the gauges when you are driving. It is pretty common when you run the vehicle for too
long or have not performed routine maintenance. As the engine ages, you need to be all the
more prudent about keeping your coolant current and making sure to give the truck sufficient
downtime. Otherwise, the issue can present at random and results from too much heat in the
engine without sufficient opportunity to release this energy whether kinetically â€” by motion,
or thermally â€” into the surrounding air. A review of 5. Have you ever taken off your oil cap and
found a disconcerting foam at the bottom? This also arises when there is too much humidity or
moisture in your oil. Generally, you can cause this problem when you do not heat up your
engine sufficiently before running the vehicle. It is pretty easy to identify since you can do a
visual check on the oil cap to confirm your suspicions. Failing to keep your vehicle in
ship-shape is a surefire way to encounter engine issues and eventually failure. All vehicles
come with maintenance recommendations for a reason. From the most routine like cleaning and

oil changes to more dramatic fixes like brake checks, there is no better way to avoid issues than
to stay ahead of the curve. Stick to the recommendations because it is the best way to make
sure that your vehicle runs smoothly for as long as possible. A notorious issue presents with an
unfortunate noise that is at best irritating and at worst an indicator of a huge problem. Usually,
drivers find that the issue stems from a lack of lubricant. Address this first as a method of
diagnosis. Should the issue persist, it may indicate a more substantial and systemic concern. If
this is the case, it is best to get a mechanic to take a look at the engine to prevent other unseen
problems from getting worse. A table of the selected tuner of 5. It might sound straightforward,
but once you identify oil sludge as the issue with your engine, the first thing you need to do is
an oil change. Do another oil change and make sure to use high quality, light, and synthetic oil
when you run this maintenance. You can easily do an oil change in your garage or take it into a
lubricating facility. Either way, this step is critical to ensuring that you do everything possible to
prevent the issue from worsening. Change out your filters and upgrade your oil choices. For
best results, also use a high-quality fuel when you gas up the truck. Looking for some more
helpful hints? Check out this handy video. Chances are, if you are seeing engine failure, then
you have had your Dodge for a while. This is likely because of old age and excessive mileage. If
you kept up with maintenance and made sure to take care of the truck, then really all you can do
is slow down how much you use the truck itself. Sure, you can switch out parts to try and stem
the tide, but ultimately, when the engine starts to fail it is a matter of either replacing it as a
whole or looking for a new vehicle. Thankfully, there are a lot of signs that this is coming, such
as an overall breakdown of its components. When one part of your vehicle goes, you should do
two things. The first is to repair that issue itself. If it is a faulty part, replace it. Chances are that
you can do this on your own. A common issue is the water pump breakdown. This leads to
cooling issues for the engine which contributes to early engine failure. It is pretty easy to fix
this problem just check out the handy video seen here:. Some other issues are filters and spark
plugs, both of which you can swap out easily in your home garage. If you have a vehicle of any
kind, then you have experienced engine overheating. It is a fairly run of the mill issue, but
nonetheless, it is important to know how to recognize it and fix it quickly. If your engine is
overheating then firstly, your gauge will show you the problem. Secondly, you will get pretty
clear audio engines grumble when they are not happy. When you run the vehicle for too long,
too intensely, or in an arid climate, then overheating is basically an inevitability. To fix this, the
first step is to give the truck a break. When you can, pull over and rest the vehicle preferably
before it starts to fume â€” literally. It can also be the engine telling you it is time for a check-up
so remember to stay up to date on your routine maintenance. For more helpful tricks and
possible solutions to this issue, check out this useful video:. Resist the quick trip and take a
couple of extra laps around the block. Your system will thank you. This step will usually
address the issue off the cuff. Try it out before spending unnecessary dough at a mechanic
shop. The other thing you can do is to switch to a high-quality synthetic oil. This prevents
low-quality products from weaving their way through your system. Since oil is the essential
lubricant for your engine, it is definitely worth springing for the top tier option. With these two
solutions combined, your foaming and frothing will abate. Okay, it should go without saying
that to keep your vehicle maintained, you need to perform routine maintenance. Starting with oil
and fluids and working its way through all the systems, these steps are more than lip service,
they are essential to keeping your engine running smoothly. This way, you do everything
possible to keep it happy and running smoothly. Conversely to the foaming issue, the ticking
sound is most frequent when the engine is operating too much. Often seen in cold climates, the
best solution is to warm up your vehicle before taking any major trips. Prevent this with indoor
parking, plugging in your block heater, and keeping all fluids topped up at all times. A of top
picks of silverado exhaust system. As with any engine on the market, there are draws and
pitfalls. It is up to you, the driver, to determine what is most important to your purposes. Some
of the most significant benefits and drawbacks are:. If you are looking for something to tow
lightweight cargo and have time for the maintenance, then this is a great option for your needs
especially since you can troubleshoot almost all issues. For the recreational driver, this engine
is ideal. Durable shocks for Toyota 4Runner on the market today. In essence, 4. Forever issue,
there is an easy fix. Provided you have the time and can pay attention to the nuances of these
vehicles , then this is the perfect ride for your needs. Stay up to date on your maintenance and
always keep your ears and eyes open for problems as they arise. This way, not only will you be
able to address the concerns, you can keep prevent them before they even take hold. Browse
top Head Gasket For 6. If you purchase any product via our suggested links, we may earn a
small commission. Learn more. Contents What is a Dodge 4. Features of 4. Oil Sludge Engine
Failure Component Breakdown Overheating Oil Foam Maintenance Issues Engine Ticking
Noises The Solutions of 4. We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Dodge engines for all

applications including gas and diesel engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading
warranty on used engines and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle,
Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year
warranty from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and
used transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and
we will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the
prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Regis Stealth Stratus
SX 2. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine. Description : Gas Engine Dodge Magnum.
Fits : 5. Stock Number : TCM. More Information. Description : Gas Engine Dodge Durango. Fits :
4. Stock Number : TCL. Fits : 3. Stock Number : TCG. Description : Gas Engine Dodge Avenger.
Fits : 2. Description : Gas Engine Dodge Journey. Stock Number : TCK. Description : Gas
Engine Dodge Caliber. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large
network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used engines and used transmission or
submit inquiry from. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the
basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the
most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car
Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Dodge Dakota
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust.
Had truck repainted. Roof, hood, and top areas of bed". There is rust on the front and rear
panels, but it could be fixed by someone who knows body repair". The result is that the pain on
the roof is thin and I will need to have the roof repainted to avoid rusting and ugliness". I had
the truck repainted because I don't like the peeling paint look. It feels off and has a crackled".
Vehicle needs to be repainted". This has lead to paint fading small amount of surface ruat".
What of them don't have a paint problem. Started 5 years after we bought the vehicle. Not sure it
is worth repainting except it is an awesome little truck. The poor paint job also contributed to
the major rust issues. When they repainted it, the nozzle had oil in it and you could see it on the
redone paint. Dodge would not step in for a fix as their dealership was at fault. Trim has fallen
off and there is no metal left to attach or repair. Friends make fun of truck - call it a rust bucket.
Will repair easily". Rocker panels also rusted and may need to be replaced". Started in year 5
and has continued. Nothing can be done. The chrome step-bumper is rusting and peeling. After
recharging ac, compressor ate itself. I wouldn't recommend the truck if you want good air. It
was getting too expensive to keep fixing so we have done without for 5 years". For a 16 year old
truck it has been reliable. Only regret is when my husband changed out the heater, he wish he
would have replaced the AC at the same time". Not worth it in a vehicle of this age. Water then
drains in the cab". I will eventually take care of this problem. Still leaks slowly. Have to have
freon recharged about twice a year for ac to work". Could not afford to get repaired for a long
but found a good place to deal with, end of story! The AC can not hold the refrigerant". High
replacement cost". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Right wheel separated at the
right ball joint. Always replace both joints". Corrected with top quality replacements. More
recently normal wear replacement". The spring bushings split in unusual places. I have never
had a vehicle that all the bushings had to be replaced". Needed to be replaced. That leaked also,
so needed to be replaced again. Seems fine now. NAPA store said they were not going to honor
their lifetime guarantee any more on this after getting like my fifth free replacement sensor.
We'll see if they really won't give a sixth unit when it goes out again. As a result the connection
between the two could not be sealed. I wound up replacing the pump a second time using a
complete pump and reservoir combo". Also have had on-going ball joint issues in front end
seems to need to be replaced about every 30K miles? Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The
problem has been diagnosed as failed control unit. Not a safety concern except the anti-lock
feature may not work. Otherwise the brakes work nor". When I start up at a later time, the lights
do not come on. I am assuming this is a sensor problem, not a brakes problem. The seller
disclosed is to me. Rust ruined the calipers causing problems with steering and brakes. On
subsequent investigation, it was found that the Caliper stainless steel sliding pins were coated
with a "sticky" material, somewhat like old lollipop material. When this material was cleaned off,
and high pressure-high temp brake grease was applied, the brakes performed perfectly. It is my
husband's truck and he got it fixed". Not a complaint". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine

computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Resulted in transmission overdrive
failure. All subsequent problems in list were a result of the serpentine belt failure. Note to other
consumers: If your serpentine belt fails, do not drive vehicle, you have no tranny fluid and will
likely damage your transmission. Also the serpentine belt drives all other systems, which
means they fail too It hadn't failed". The dealer said it was the wiring harness which is not
available. Our shop replaced the computer and it is fine now. The dealer did not want to reveal
the computer problem". No way to diagnose the problem. Just start replacing parts until the
issue stops. Nothing drastic". Uses oil. Replaced intake manifold gasket. Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. In doing so, I may have bent something within the gear
box making it increasingly more difficult to shift. Cost for repairs might well exceed the cost of
replacing the truck with a similar vehicle that has no problems. More than once it has hauled
more than it not ought to, but did it with few grunts and groans. Go Dodgeâ€¦â€¦.. That seems
reasonable". I would take my foot off the gas to let the engine back down and make the shift.
Sometimes it would take multiple efforts". It would dowshift and then start slowing down. It was
hard to get it back up in speed. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. We
wish that we would have had it done somewhere else as the muffler seems to be cheaper, now
that we can smell exhaust when parked or at a light, or stop sign. We had the muffler replaced
around or But, the muffler looks solid when it is on a lift". Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Fixed by mechanic". After having it replaced, now we have squeaks,
rattles in the area. The replacement was done at a local glass shop that deals in windshields.
The shop that replaced the windshield did not make certain that it was fitting right as now there
is a constant wind noise that we never had before. The windshield crack started moving. We got
it home and found that our deductible was higher than what it would have cost to get a new
windshield. The windshield was installed at a nearby town's shop. Evidently his shop was not
that well versed as his website led us to believe. Now, we experience a wind leak noise that we
never had since buying the truck new. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Full replacement of same was to be 5 t0 dollars. Will not last". The
radiator cap is located in a rigid plastic section of the upper radiator hose and not on the
radiator itself. This hose also has to takes a bend between the radiator and the engine. With
having the radiator cap located in this bending hose, all combines to lead to a problem of
having the hose kink at this hard section. This restricts the radiator fluid so much, that on hot
days this will cause the truck to over heat. I have had to replace this hose several times over the
years. One thing I do to try to prevent this from happening again, is each time I replace the
hose, I take the old springs out and place them with the new hose springs. These additional
springs seem to be finally helping in preventing this problem from happening as often. Glad I
don't need it for anything at this time. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. But, it still went into gear. Until we were at a light and going to make a turn
left. It felt like someone had hit us. I got it back into first, and was able to go slowly down the
street to a doctor's office for appointment we had. Had to call AAA and since our usual shop
was not open on Mondays, we had to have it towed home. It took a while for us to find a shop to
work on it. But, the repair was worth it. Found it was the throw-out bearing that broke. And had
to have the fly wheel resurfaced. It appears that I have bent something inside the gear box. Just
take finessing the lever. Still drives and works so I'll take it to the grave â€¦. This little buggy has
been bullet proof and has been the teaching ground for three grandkids; hauled more than it
ought to have hauled; and been right there when it has been needed, EVERY Time Replaced
with a new unit. Used to reset after a few on-off cycles after filling gas tank. Now won't reset.
Replacement of gas cap didn't have any effect. Check engine light always on for this symptom".
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. The turn signals and brake lights stopped working. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. They kept putting in the wrong parts causing
overheating and acceleration issues. After the 3rd engine and almost a month in the shop, it is
finally fixed". Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Dodge Dakota Change

Vehicle. Compared to its peers, the Dakota Quad Cab has a comfortable cabin and a long, wide
bed, and it is the only model to offer full-time 4WD and a V8 engine. Subpar brakes and poor
fuel economy count strongly against it. There are 12 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Loose exterior trim
or moldings "Trim has fallen off while driving due to body rust. There is rust on the front and
rear panels, but it could be fixed by someone who knows body repair" Anonymous, MO Dodge
Dakota None 4. The result is that the pain on the roof is thin and I will need to have the roof
repainted to avoid rusting and ugliness" Alexander W. This has lead to paint fading small
amount of surface ruat" Teresa S. Fades" Donna W. Will repair easily" Phillip R. It was getting
too expensive to keep fixing so we have done without for 5 years" Anonymous, ME Dodge
Dakota None 4. The AC can not hold the refrigerant" Rod F. Ball joints "They seem to wear out a
little quick?? More recently normal wear replacement" Douglas M. I wound up replacing the
pump a second time using a complete pump and reservoir combo" John-Janet P. Antilock
system ABS "abs light comes on. Otherwise the brakes work nor" Raymond E. It is my
husband's truck and he got it fixed" Tracy M. Not a complaint" Douglas M. It hadn't failed"
John-Janet P. Gear selector or linkage "Difficulty finding correct gear" Don M. That seems
reasonable" John W. Exhaust leaks "we had to have the muffler replaced, and had it done at
Monroe Mufflers. Locks and latches "auto door locks only work sometimes with key fob "
Brooke W. Air or water leaks "Rear window leaks" Alan D. Fixed by mechanic" Joseph O.
Antifreeze leaks "Intake manifold battleship rotted through and leaked. Clutch replacement
"Found that the clutch was slipping. Sensors includes O2 or oxygen sensor "Symptoms are
subrau impreza
2006 volkswagen jetta 25 transmission
jaguar s type repair manual free download
the sensor says "loose gas cap". Check engine light always on for this symptom" Geoffrey S.
Exterior lights other than headlights "It started last year. Spark plugs or wires failure "Engine
has erratic miss idle and speeds. Engine rebuild or replacement "PepBoys had to replace the
engine 3 times. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Dodge Dakota. Ford
Ranger. Mazda B-Series. Nissan Frontier. Toyota Tacoma. This score shows whether the model
had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the
total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details.
What should you do:. AT Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. P AND P Show
More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

